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SECTION I - INTRODUCTION
Under Contract NAS-I-3114, Amendment 4, from National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Langley Research Center, Goodyear Aerospace Cor-
poration (GAC) analyzed a proposed gravity-gradient stabilization system
for the Langley passive lenticular communications satellite. The stabiliza-
tion system used a Rice/Wilberforce gravity-gradient damper, a rotary dash-
pot attached to the satellite by a lossy helical spring.
The purpose of the study was to determine the transient-response and steady-
state-response characteristics of the stabilization system, including the ef-
fects of gyroscopic cross-coupling between the librations of the satellite.
The dynamics of the system were therefore studied through comprehensive
eight-degrees-of-freedom equations of motion (solved by simulation on ana-
log and digital computers).
Results show that transient librations about all three body axes of the satellite
are damped out. The settling-time constant of transient libration in the pitch
axis is roughly three orbital periods and for the roll axis, six orbital periods.
Steady-state forced librations caused by solar-pressure torques and orbital
eccentricity are less than 2 deg in amplitude. The study also shows that the
use of photolyzable film in the lens of the satellite is not a requirement of the
stabilization system. The use of unphotolyzed film in the satellite merely re-
sults in somewhat degraded but still acceptable transient and steady-state per-
formance caused by the increased moment of inertia about the yaw axis of the
satellite and the increased solar-pressure torque.
-l-'
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SECTION II - DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM
. GENERAL
The Rice/Wilberforce damper is somewhat like the lossy hysteresis
spring damper developed by the Applied Physics Laboratory, John Hop-
kins University, for the TRAAC satellite. However, the R/W damper
is a viscous-fluid damper that exploits resonant rises and the cross-
coupling in a helical spring between the plunging and torsional modes,
producing a high-articulation gain that converts the slow angular gravity-
gradient librations into relatively fast rotation in the viscous damper.
Thus, the usual limitation of performance of rate-sensitive damping de-
vices in gravity-gradient systems is removed. Because yaw damping
is developed through cross-coupling phenomena, damping is provided
about all three axes of the satellite.
On the lenticular satellite, the damper is to maintain the attitude of the
satellite within a nominal deviation of 3 deg from vertical. To do this,
the damper system must damp out initial attitude errors within a reason-
able time and prevent steady-state perturbing torques on the satellite,
such as solar-pressure torques and orbital eccentricity, from building
up errors larger than this nominal deviation.
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 shows the R/W damper on the satellite. The complete stabiliza-
tion system consists of gravity-gradient booms with attached canister
loads and the R/W damper. For stabilization, the important considera-
tions are the moments of inertia of the principal axes of the satellite,
the contribution of the gravity-gradient booms, and the energy-dissipa-
tion capability of the damper.
-3-










Figure 1 Rice/Wilberforce Damper on Lenticular Communication Satellite
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The R/W damper on the lenticular satellite will damp initial pitch and
roll displacements of 25 deg down to the nominal deviation of 3 deg in 6
and i0 orbits, respectively. Depending upon the degree of photolyzation
of the satellite structure and the orbital eccentricity, the steady-state
attitude deviation from vertical will become even smaller with time in
orbit.
The large size and moments of inertia of the satellite should be empha-
sized. The weight of the satellite in orbit is nominally 1000 lb for the
study. The yaw-axis moment of inertia is lZ0,000 slug ft 2, and the pitch
and roll moments of inertia are approximately l, 000,000 slug ft 2. The
satellite is 720 ft high and 500 ft between the lower canister and the upper
canister. The tip mass of the R/W damper weighs 100 lb. The cadmium-
plated copper helical spring is 220 ft long and 8 in. in diameter.
, MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION
The equations of motion presented here were used in the eight-degrees-
of-freedom analog computer simulation. Simplified versions have been
used for digital-computer simulation, damping spectrum, and character-
istic -equation root- extraction analyses.
The coordinate systems, Euler-angle set, and nomenclature are identi-
cal to those used in TG-502, Dynamic Analysis of Gravity-Gradient Sat-
........:_ r_mpin_, i, a with the addition of terms necessary to_= w_,_ Passive __
describe the additional degree of freedom of the R/W damper. The term
M/(M + m) has been retained as a multiplying factor in the energy ex-
pressions. The configuration of the system and the YXZ Euler-angle
orientation are shown in Figure 2.
The assumptions pertinent to these complete eight-degrees-of-freedom
equations are:
aSuperior numbers in the text refer to items in the List of References.
-5-
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ATTITUDE pARAMETERS FOR THE LENTICULAR SATELLITE
(, Y* Z -- COORDINATES ALONG DRBITING REFERENCE AXES. X IS
TANGENT TO THE ORBIT IN THE FORWARD DIRECTION, Y
IS NORMAL TO THE ORBIT AND CODIRECTIONAL WITH THE
ORBITAL ANGULAR VELOCITY, Z IS ALONG THE OUTWARD
POINTING LOCAL VERTICAL* THE ORIGIN IS AT THE CM OF
THE TOTAL SYSTEM ( I. £* L£N9 AND DAMPER) * THE ORBIT
IS ASSUMED TO BE CIRCULAR AND HENCE THE ORBITING
REFERENCE AXES ARE RECTANGULAR.
_. _, _ -- COORDINATES ALONG THE PRINCIPAL AXES OF INERTIA OF
THE LENS ONLY.
3 1 , S z -- PORTIONS OF UNIT SPHERES TO ALLOW VISUALIZATION DF
LIBRATION ANGLES AS ARCS ON THESE UNIT SPHERES. $j
IS CENTERED AT THE CM OF THE LENS (WITHOUT DAMPER)
WHILE Sz IS CENTERED AT THE BASE OF THE SPRING
SYSTEM.
Z _, Z z -- AXES PARALLEL TO Z. DETERMINING THE PITCH-ROLL ORIGIN
(0.0) ON THE SPHERICAL CApS $_ AND Sz, ORIGINATING FROM
THE CENTERS OF THE SPHERES. ( NOTE THAT THE: Z_ AND Z2
AXES ARE NOT THE TRUE LOCAL VERTIGALS THROtJ_H THE
CENTERS OF THE SPNERE8* HOWEVER, THEIR DEVIATION
FROM THE TRUE LOCAL VERTICALS IS LESS THAN ONE SECOND
DF ARC. )
_l' 81' _1-- PITCH, ROLL, YAW ANGLES (RESPECTIVELY) OF THE LENS
(POSITIVE PITCH IN THE DIRECTION OF THE ORBIT. POSITIVE
ROLL IN THE NEGATIVE Y-DIRECTIDN.
_2,R2 -- PITCH, ROLL ANGLES (RESPECTIVELY) OF THE SPRING-DAMPER
SYSTEM ( POSITIVE PITCH IN THE DIRECTION OF THE ORBIT, _OSI
TIV£ ROLL IN THE NEGATIVE y_ DIRECTION./
#Z -- SpR ING WIND-- Up ANGLE
_43 -- ANGLE OF ROTATION OF THE INNER DAMPER
THE SPRING - BH_LL SYSTEM
Figure 2 - Configuration of System and Attitude Parameters
-6-
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1. Orbit of the center of mass (c.m.) of the satellite-
damper system is inexorably circular.
2. Inner and outer masses at the end of the spring are
considered point masses. However, the spin mo-
ments of inertia are considered• The weight of the
spring is neglected.
3. The spring is essentially a flexible shaft transmit-
ting yaw rotation; bending of its axis does not alter
the apparent yaw rotation (of the damper or satel-
lite) transmitted through the spring. Also, satel-
lite pitch and roll are not transferred to the spring.
4. Although the spring loss is expected to be princi-
pally hysteretic, it has been represented by an
equivalent viscous damping.
5. Nonlinear spring can be simulated by a "constant"
spring constant, based on desired equilibrium
length and helix angle, and a bias in the r equa-
tion, which results in static equilibrium about r
e
The nomenclature, the energy and dissipation functions, and the eight-
degrees-of-freedom equations of motion are in Appendix A.
As in GER-11502,2 the independent-variable time was nor_11=1±_u to
7 = CVt. It was this form of the equations that was further linearized to
allow for the characteristic-equation and root-extraction analyses re-
ferred to in the following section on tuning theory, explaining why the




SECTION III - DAMPER ANALYSIS AND TUNING THEORY
i. GENERAL
Optimum values for the damper parameters were developed under
assumed limits of total damper weight, maximum outside dimensions,
and other constraints imposed by payload capability. Optimization is
achieved by setting the natural frequencies of the two modes of damper
articulation at certain discrete frequencies that will be excited by libra-
tions of the satellite. The spring constants, masses, and inertias of the
damper are selected to give the discrete frequencies at which the most
energy will dissipate. The energy-dissipation in each of the two modes
is adjusted for a compromise between high dissipations over a narrow
band of frequencies and lower dissipations over a broader band of fre-
quencies. The mechanical hysteresis of the plunging mode of the spring
and the viscosity of the fluid in the torsional mode are the parameters
varied to make this compromise.
The analysis indicates how the usual low rate limitation of viscous dampers
in gravity-gradient systems is overcome by the high-articulation gain of
the Rice/Wilberforce damper and resonant tuning that transform the low
angular librations into relatively fast motion of the damping elements.
ANALYSIS OF DAMPER
a. General
Figure 3 is a schematic diagram and definition of symbols used in the
analysis of the R/W damper. For an analysis of optimum tuning and
energy-dissipation, it is convenient to work with rates of displace-
ment as the basic variables, since the dissipative elements of the
damper are treated as rate-sensitive. The damper alone, when in
-9-





= EQUIVALENT HYSTERESIS _:_
VISCOUS COEF FICIENT ._..._.._ _
///I/111/11//I////I/II/II/Y////_
= VISCOUS COEFFICIENT _D
r-r -- X
e
D = DRIVING FORCE APPLIED TO DAMPER BY SATELLITE
K 2 : EQUIVALENT HYSTERESIS VISCOUS COEFFICIENT IN PLUNGING
rn -- TOTAL MASS OF DAMPER
M : MASS OF SATELLITE TO WHICH DAMPER IS ATTACHED
I = INERTIA OF INNER MASS
m
I : INERTIA OF SHELL
s
K 1 -- PLUNGING SPRING COEFFICIENT
K : TORSIONAL SPRING COEFFICIENT
3
K = CROSS COUPLING SPRING COEFFICIENT
4
K 6 -- VISCOUS TORQUE COEFFICIENT
_2 : ROTATION OF TiP MASS
1_3 = SLIPPAGE ANGLE IN VISCOUS DAMPER




Figure 3 - Schematic Diagram and Definition of Symbols for R/W Damper
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orbital deployment (but neglecting spring libration angles), is described
mathematically by the following differential equations of motion:
r_p + K 2 +_ l o 2 K4
p 2
and
K4X +(p IsP +K6 +_)q" 2 - K6_ 4 = O , (2)
(ImP + K6)_4 - K6_2 = 0 , (3)
where p is the Laplace operator signifying d( )/dr. The properties of
helical springs in the range of parameters required here are discussed
in Appendix C. Note that the over-all spring constant, as modified by
the gravity-gradient and centrifugal-force term, K 1 - 3ffnw 2, must beo
positive.
Figure 4 is a mechanical impedance diagram for these equations of mo-
tion. Coefficient K 4 should be as large as practical, for maximum ex-
citation of the torsional mode. If the plunging and torsional loop imped-
ances are combined through Thevinin's theorem and set to equal zero, to
match most nearly the conjugate of the load impedance, Equation 4 is






( Is..)( .) .4.:o (4,K 3 + K I + flap2 3r_w ° -
Equation 4 is of fourth order in the variable p, giving rise to two natural
frequencies in the response of the damper. These natural frequencies
are, of course, related to the isolated plunging and torsional modes of
-ll-






















Figure 4 - Mechanical Impedance Diagram of Rice/Witberforce Damper
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the damper, depending on the magnitude of cross-coupling coefficient K 4.
If cross-coupling termK 4 is set to equal zero, the two isolated or un-






K I 3ff_Wo 2
= = (6)
nplunging m
It is convenient to analyze the coupled natural frequencies that are the so-
lution to Equation 4 in terms of the uncoupled natural frequencies. One
result is shown in Figure 5 for a spring helix angle of 30 deg, where the
cross-coupling is given by
K 4 = 0. 34 FIK3 "
When large values of fluid-damping coefficient K 6 are employed, and for
which the assumption of small K 6 does not hold, tuning Equation 4 must
be modified to include the reflected inertia of the inner member of the
damper. The modification takes the form of substituting a new value,
i into _U^_e_o equ=+i_,_._,._.._The new value is
s
K621 m
I ' = I + (7)
s s K6 g 21 2 "
- P m
Use of tuning Equation 4 requires knowledge of the discrete frequencies at
which the R/W damper accepts the librational energy of the satellite and
dissipates that energy in the damping fluid and the hysteresis loss coating
of the helical spring. Specifying the frequencies requires examination of
the librational frequencies of the satellite and the way the librational mo-
tion excites the R/W spring. Basically, the spring is attached to the
-13-
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Figure 5 - Three-Degrees-of-Freedom Coupled versus Uncoupled Spring
Natural Frequencies of R/W Damper for 30-Deg Helix Angle
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satellite by a long gravity-gradient boom, so there will be tension forces
in the spring due to centrifugal and gravity-gradient forces that excite the
plunging and torsional modes of the damper. First, consider the centrifu-
gal forces in the spring due to the orbital-plane or pitch-axis motion of
the satellite. In the presence of pitch-axis librations, the total angular
rate of concern is orbital rate, coo, plus pitch libration rate, _. The re-
sultant centrifugal force, producing tension in the plunging mode of the
spring, is proportional to
+i)2 2+ += o (8)
Consideration of Equation 8 shows that tension forces in the spring due to
centrifugal effects of pitch-axis motion are periodic at the fundamental
and second harmonic of the satellite natural frequency in pitch plus a zero
frequency or steady component. Centrifugal forces due to roll-axis or
traverse-plane librations Can be shown to contain a zero-frequency term
plus a second harmonic of the roll-axis natural frequency. Thus, there
is a significant difference in the frequency composition of tension forces
in the spring between those due to centrifugal forces of pitch librations
and those due to centrifugal forces of roll-axis librations; that is, the
pitch librations cause fundamental and second-harmonic terms that ex-
cite the spring, whereas the roll librations generate only second-harmonic
terms in the spring tcnsion.
The discussion of the frequency composition of forces that excite the R/W
spring has emphasized those forces originating by centrifugal action.
Equally important are the forces in the spring that arise from differen-
tial gravity, The spring-tension forces due to gravity gradient are peri-
odic at twice the natural libration frequencies of the satellite. (Recall
that tension in a rod connecting the two masses of a dumbbell satellite
is periodic at twice the libration frequency of the dumbbell.) Thus, there
is excitation of the R/W spring at the second harmonic of the libration fre-
quencies of the satellite because of centrifugal and differential gravity
forces acting along the plunging axis of the spring.
-15-
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Pitch-axis librations excite the spring tension at the fundamental and
second harmonic of the pitch axis, whereas in roll, tension forces in
the spring are periodic at only the second harmonic of the roll-libra-
tion natural frequency. The damper can dissipate no energy associated
with steady or zero-frequency forces. Therefore, the tuning frequen-
cies chosen must be constrained. For damping the roll-axis librations,
either the plunging or torsional mode can be tuned to the second har-
monic of the roll-axis natural frequency. There is somewhat more
freedom in suppressing pitch-axis librations, with the choice of tuning
the remaining plunging or torsion mode to either the fundamental or
second harmonic of the pitch natural frequency. If certain practical
aspects are considered, such as the minimum length and maximum
stiffness of the spring, then the plunging mode should be tuned to the
second harmonic of the satellite roll-axis frequency, and the wind-up
mode of the damper should be tuned to the pitch-axis natural frequency
of satellite libration. Another practical consideration would be to re-
verse the gyroscopic-precession torques of the damper as often as
possible. This consideration leads to tuning the plunging mode to the
second harmonic of the pitch-axis librations and the torsional mode
to the second harmonic of the roll-axis librations. The latter tuning
is not possible for large cross-coupling coefficients of the R/W spring,
where the helix angle is in the region of 25 deg or more. However, if
a low helix angle (15 to Z0 deg) is used in the spring, such tuning is
possible. Figure 5 gives insight into this constraint on the physically
realizable tuning frequencies. In general, if spring cross-coupling
is increased by use of a larger helix angle in the spring, then the two-
mode frequencies are constrained to be farther apart.
The influence of the fluid viscosity and the hysteresis loss of the cad-
mium-coated spring is as follows. The energy dissipation or power
loss in the damper fluid is
w+ ,+,
where
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b.
K 6 = fluid-drag-torque coefficient, and
(_Z - _4 ) = slip rate in the damper.
Similarly, the energy dissipation in the hysteresis of the cadmium
coating of the spring is
where
K 2
The expression for K 2
where
b
W h = KzX2 , (10)
= equivalent viscous coefficient of the cadmium
coating and
= rate of spring deflection in plunging.
used for analysis is
bK
1
K2 = 2%-#' (11)




= plunging-spring constant, and
Note that Equation i I is valid at one frequency only, but since the
plunging mode is excited dominantly at a single discrete frequency,
this expression holds.
Analysis of Damping Spectrum
A damping-spectrum analysis was made to determine how the band
width and relative dissipation capabilities vary with damper charac-
teristics and how the undamped coupled frequencies obtained from
Equation 4 are affected by fluid and hysteresis damping. Equations
-17-
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1 through 3 were modified to four degrees of freedom and used to ob-
tain the peak damping spectrums for the three damping sources as a
function of input frequency for a sinusoidal rate input and various
spring and damper characteristics.
A constant-amplitude sinusoidal rate input (one foot per second)
was imparted to the top of the spring, and the lower end masses were
free. Note that two translation variables, X 1 and X 2, are now needed
in the equations, one for each end of the spring. The rate input was
used for direct comparison between the rate-sensitive damping sources,
hysteresis damping in plunging, viscous damping in the end masses,
and hysteresis damping in torsion.
Solutions to each of the three remaining variables were assumed to be
of the form
X2 = B sin 0_t + C cos 0_t . (12)
Substituting and considering the validity of the remaining equations at
both 0_t = 0 and 7/2, the three equations become six equations in six
unknowns. The matrix form of these equations was solved by Crout's
reduction method on the digital computer to obtain the unknowns, B,
C, D, etc. In terms of these variables, the rates for damping are





= (F - D) 2 + (G - E) 2 (13)
3
max
The peak dissipation for a sinusoidal displacement input is propor-
3
tional to 0J /_:. Since this analysis gives the relative dissipation for
a constant sinusoidal rate input, it is equivalent to dividing all dissi-
pation values by 0_2 The maximum dissipation as functions of input
-18-
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C,
frequency is plotted in Figure 6. These spectrums, with the charac-
teristic roots, demonstrate the shifting of the poles (roots) as varying
degrees of damping and cross-coupling are added. WT and Wp are
the frequencies for the coupled spring without damping, the spectrums
show the slight shifting as damping is introduced, and W_2 and Wr are
the spring-torsion and plunging-characteristic frequencies for the com-
pletely coupled eight-degrees-of-freedom satellite-plus-damper sys-
tem.
These two spectrum plots, with the performance of these tuning con-
ditions in Section IV, Item 3, c, demonstrate the existence of two op-
timum tuning conditions as a result of the way the fluid viscosity in-
fluences the equivalent inertia in torsion. In the high-viscosity case,
a large equivalent inertia exists with small slippage between masses,
while in the low-viscosity case, a small inertia exists with more mo-
tion between the end masses. Section III, Item I, explains the mechan-
ics involved.
In a final choice between high- and low-viscosity fluids, the physical
characteristics (including temperature independency and handling
qualities) must be considered. Preliminary analyses based on Coutte
flow show that the required viscosity can be obtained by using fluoro-
hydrocarbon, chlorocarbon, or silicone fluids.
Characteristic-Equation Root-Extraction Analysis
The general eight-degrees-of-freedom equations of motion were sim-
plified for digital-computer analysis as presented in Section IV, Item
3. A normalized time was introduced for convenience, reducing the
orbital frequency to one. These normalized equations were then
linearized for use in a digital-computer program to form the charac-
teristic equation from polynomial matrix elements. The Muller root-
extraction routine was then used to obtain the complex form of the
roots.
-19-
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Figure 6 - Damping Spectrums for Preferred Configurations
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o
These linearized equations in matrix form are presented in Appendix
C for the lenticular satellite and R/W damper. The roots for the pre-
ferred satellite and two preferred dampers are shown in Figure 7.
Note how the completely coupled plunging frequency of the spring, _0
r'
equals twice the satellite roll frequency, . The completely coupled
torsional frequency of the spring, c0,1 _ , is slightly higher than the sat-
2
ellite pitch frequency, _ , thus indicating a broader band for pitch
1
tuning, as is confirmed by analog- and digital-computer data. Also,
note how the roi1 frequency of the satellite is relatively independent
of the pitch-damper. The roots of satellite roI1 are unstable with long
time constants, since the roli mode is damped only through second-
order terms that were eliminated in this iinear analysis.
This root-extraction program became especially valuable when the
criterion for evaluating damping shifted from initial large-angle to
small-angle transient response (4 deg or less). At the small angles,
the preferred tuning in plunging from digital-computer studies is
less than one percent lower than that obtained by tuning the plunging
frequency, _vr, to exactly twice the roll frequency, _v01. This min-
ute variation is due to the higher-order terms and coupling that ex-
ist in the satellite-motion computer programs and the slight down-
ward variation of fr_lUency with increase in amplitude.
TUNING THEORY
The preferred tuning theory consists of tuning the completely coupled
p,_,_,gzns frequency of the damper to twice the roll frequency of the sat-
ellite. The torsional frequency of the damper tends to drive the pitch
frequency of the satellite down, so the damper is tuned in torsion as close
to the pitch frequency as possible (the resulting pitch frequency must not
be resonated by the eccentricity-forcing frequency of approximately Wo).
Damping-spectrum data provided insight into the dynamics of the damper
-21-
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alone and helped develop the tuning theory. The characteristic-equation
root-extraction data helped confirm the tuning theory and corroborated
the optimum tuning parameters obtained with computer simulations. The
characteristic-equation data also showed how far a linearized analysis
could be used to tune this damper (the best plunging-spring constant, ac-
cording to the linearized analysis, is within one percent of the preferred
digital-computer-simulation tuning). With all considered, the satisfac-
tory band width for tuning the more-critical plunging-spring constant
shows up as an allowable 4-percent variation. Further parameter-varia-
tion studies are needed to confirm the design and orbital tolerances in-
volved. A method of increasing the tuning-band width, which requires
study of its feasibility, is to increase the fractional energy loss per cy-
cle, b, of the spring. Increasing factor b from 25 to 50 percent approxi-
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SECTION IV - PERFORMANCE OF DAMPER ON SATELLITE
I. GENERAL
The Langley Research Center lenticular satellite is a large-inertia satel-
lite to which a passive damper can be applied. The damping capability
presented here therefore applies to large satellites (passive communica-
tion satellites, space stations, etc.) as well as small ones. On the other
hand, most of the passive dampers described in the literature have been
for small satellites where the payload could be approximated by a point
mass in comparison with the gravity-gradient booms.
In the lenticular satellite, the librational (transient) motion to be damped
may come from either initial-attitude errors or attitude rates, or the
steady-state motion may be forced by solar-pressure torques or orbital
eccentricity. As indicated in the preceding sections, various degrees of
simplification were made for analog- and digital-computer simulations
and closed-solution analyses. The simulations were concerned with the
capability of the R/W damper to suppress the transient and steady-state
motion of the lenticular satellite.
. LENTICULAR SATELLITE AND R/W DAMPER
The lenticular satellite used in these studies was based on an early de-
sign to fix the configuration for damper analyses. No significant changes
have been made. The mass and inertia distribution for various degrees
of photolyzation are listed in Table i.
The influence of payload weight and space limitation was considered in
arriving at a damper configuration. For a lenticular satellite with, for
example, a 1000-1b payload limit, it is reasonable to allow l0 percent
for gravity-gradient damping, to make the total weight of the damper
-25 -
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TABLE I - MASS AND INERTIA FOR DEGREES OF PHOTOLYZATION
Pitch and roll inertias Yaw inertia










100 lb. The parameter M/(M + m) thus becomes 0.9. Assuming further
that the maximum outside diameter of the payload container can accom-
modate a damper no larger than a disk with a radius of 18 in., for an or-
-4
bital altitude of 2000 naut mi and an orbital rate of 0_ = 6.Z × i0 rad
o 2
per second, the total tip-mass inertia becomes 50 ib-in.-sec Also, in
attempting to make I as large as possible and yet holding the total tip-
m Z
mass inertia to no more than 50 Ib-in.-sec , the best design could obtain
2
a shell inertia no less than 6.Z5 ib-in.-sec , and an inner-element inertia
2
no greater than I = 43. 75 ib-in.-sec
m
For the desired spring characteristics, beryllium-copper or carbon-
steel springs must be wire 0. 015 in. in diameter in a coil approximately
8 in. in diameter. According to a reliable manufacturer of springs, the
wire diameter can be held to a tolerance of 0.0001 in. In the spring theo-
ry, Appendix B, the spring constants are proportional to diameter to the
fourth power, so the spring constants can be obtained within tolerances
of 2. 5 percent.
.
STUDIES OF TRANSIENT AND STEADY-STATE RESPONSE
a. General
Transient-response studies were made to determine the preferable
satellite-damper configuration, using the tuning criteria developed
in Section III. The analog simulation was used extensively to search
-Z6 -
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for the optimum and to compare configurations, while the digital was
used to verify the results. Both simulations were based upon the
eight-degree-of-freedom equations discussed in Section II. The
basic differences between the two simulations with respect to the
equations were:
i. The analog simulation maintained the trigo-
nometric functions as presented in the com-
plete equations of Section II. However, cer-
tain yaw-acceleration terms were negligible
and were omitted as noted in the equations.
2. The digital simulation contained linearizing
assumptions with respect to the trigonometric
functions of the pitch and roll displacements,
and third-order and higher terms were neg-
lected (sin @ = @, cos @ = 1 - @2/2, sin @
cos @ = @).
The results of the two simulations corroborated one another and the
basic tuning criteria as shown in the computer runs.
Analog-Computer Simulation of Transient and Steady-State Response
The equations mechanized in the analog simulation are presented in
Appendix A. Terms were rearranged, using trigonometric identities
to improve their accuracy at low amplitudes and to reduce hardware
requirements. Sine-cosine diode-function generators were used to
develop the trigonometric functions. The circuitry reported in GER-
115373 simulated the required angular resolution of satellite yaw.
The simulation was checked for static accuracy by comparing all
computer variables with calculated values for nominal sets of initial-
condition rates and displacements, and the static error was less
than one percent. Dynamic accuracy was checked by allowing each
simulated position variable to oscillate with all cross-coupling terms
-27 -
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C°
m
disconnected and the simulation frequency compared with the calcu-
lated value. Again, the static error was below one percent, and no
convergence or divergence could be noted in any of the oscillations.
The entire simulation was also examined for divergence at zero equi-
librium; the very small divergence noted could be attributed to com-
puter-equipment noise and accumulated electronic multiplier zero
accuracy.
Results of Transient-Response Study
The results of the transient-response study are shown in Table II and
Appendix D. The preferred configuration has the damper-spring
plunging mode tuned to the second harmonic of the roll frequency and
the torsional mode tuned near the pitch frequency. A relatively heavy
damping-fluid coefficient was selected on the basis of the roll tran-
sient response and practical hardware considerations. A 12-percent
asymmetry gives the system a preferred orientation about the yaw
axis that results in the smallest steady-state yaw oscillation, and
improves the low-amplitude damping for high initial roll errors. A
photolyzed satellite was selected on the basis of reduced attitude er-
rors induced by orbital eccentricity and solar pressure.
The criterion for optimum tuning of the R/W damper was low-ampli-
tude transient response. The gains thus obtained from the digital-
computer simulation and gains obtained by tuning the plunging mode
to twice the satellite roll according to the linearized characteristic-
root-extraction program are within 0. 6 percent of each other. This
agreement with slight difference is to be expected, because the sec-
ond-order terms, including damping terms, are included in the digital
simulation, and the criterion is based on response at small angles.
The plunging gain obtained from the analog simulation is within 4 per-
cent of the digital-simulation gain. The roots presented were obtained
from the linearized root-extraction program, but for the gains as ob-




















Purpose of run Fitch
Optimum Con/iguzation o demonstrate
damping capab£1ity for large initial
erzore
Pitch (25 des) 9. $177 8. 4403 1. 221
Roll (25 des) 9. 5177 8. 4403 1. 221
Pitch (25 des), roll (25 des) and yaw
(100 des) 9. 5177 8.4403 1,221
Optimum digital configuration - digital
verification of damping capability
Pitch (25 des), roll (25 des) and yaw
(0 des) 9. 5177 8 4403 1.221
Compa_i,o_ of analog _,nd digital simu-
lgtlon reaults
Pitch (25 deS), yxw (90 de 8)
_Analog 9. 1574 8,7982 1.22t
Digital 103 9. 1574 8. 7982 I. 221
Roll (25 des), yaw (90 des)
Anxlo 8 9. 1574 8,798_ 1. 221
Digital 115 and 118 9. 1575 8.7982 ! 1.221
! Roll (25 des), yaw (0 des)
I Analog 9. 1574 8. 7982 I. 221
! C_nlisuzation _ith hystezesls
d&mplng only
Pitch _25 des) 9. 5177 8. 4403 I. 221
Roll {25 des) 9. 5177 B. 4403 1. Z21
Pitch (20 des). roll (20 des) and yaw
{0 deg) 9. 5177 8. 4403 I. 221
L4ght fluid dampin S configuration
Pitch (25 des) 9. 5177 8. 4403 1. 221
Roll (25 deS) 9.5177 8,4403 1,221
Pitch (2_ des), roll (25 des) and _aw
(0de_) 9.5177 8,4403 i 1.221
Unphotolyzed satellite
Pitch (25 des) 11. 560 10. 322 4. 795- _
Roll (25 deg) . II. 560 10. 322 4. 795,'
SymmetTic_l sxtellite
Pitch {2_ deg) B. 979 8. 979 1. 221
Roll (25 de S ) 8. 979 0. 979 1. 221
Roll (4 deg) 8. 979 8. 979 I. 221
Opt izr_m_ cor_i_x_tion
Roll |4 des) 9. 5177 8,4403 1. 221
Opttmuzn oon_ation with pltmging
spring conJtant K l increased by 4 per- -
cent
! Roll {4 deg) 9.5177 8. 4403 1. 221 I
t Roll (25 des) 9. 5177 8. 4403 1. 221 I
Optimum con_ig9_ ration with plunging
spring conat&nt K 1 oeczeased by 4 per-
cent
Roll (4 des) 9. 5177 8. 4408
Roll (25 des) 9. 5177 8. 4405
Optimum confAg_ation wlth torat_t
spring constant K 3 increased by 23
percent
Fitch (_5 de S) 9. 5177 S. 4405 I, 221
Roll (25 des) 9. S 177 8. 4403 1. 221
Optimum confilLuratlon with to_sionLl








































































28 Pitch (25 des) 9. 5177 8. 4403 1. 221 12 R06 1. 1145
29 Roll (25 des) 9. 5177 S. 4403 1. 221 12 206
All runs except 5 through 9 and 22 through 29 have optimum tuning ratio between spring plunging and satellite roll modes. Transie;
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High Low Time to
System natural frequencies amplitude amplitude decay of Roll
(multiples of orbital frequency) (Z5 des) (4 deg) 16 percent of error
initial erroz at 100
_l I _z el °2 _l *z ] r _i el _l el _l 01 o,bits
4.3
33 33























Roots from digital program are NI percent from theoretical ideal of
w r = 2_01 frequencies on analog runs appear to be in exact 2:1 ratio.
These are used as reference runs
Plunging constant K 1 retuned to best 4-deg roll transient response
digital simulation, Note: plunging frequency equals twice satel-
lite roll frequency.
initially had satellite in a nonpreferred yaw orientation
(@1 ffi90 des).
run made (Chart 9) to note long-time roll
damping
roll damping appears good, but long-time damping i$ poor
when roll _-- 4 deg.
Yaw rate appears lightly damped for nonpreferred orientation.
Analog runs show less roll damping than digital runs.
Fluid damper replaced by solid mass. Roots show fluid damper re-
wind-up mode according to theory. Pitch
damping 18 slightly poorer than optimum. Although runs are not
shown here, pitch response is more sensitive to K 3 variations than
with R/W damper
Pitch response improved with torsional mode tuned to pitch mode.
This tuning is possible only with light-fluld damping coefficient.
This coefficient is very difficult to mechanise. Damping of roll at
low amplitude appears poorer than optimum.
good, ut low-amphtude
appears poor. This configuration is more sensitive to steady-
state torque disturbances.
Poor roll damping at low amplitudes for large initial roll errors.
Low-initial-roll-error run as good as optimum (Zl) yaw spin de-
veloped in all response runs
Reference low-amplitude roll response
Roll response at low amplitudes degraded by detuning plunging
mode.
Pitch response unaffected - very little change in pitch and tor-
sional-mode frequencies.
Results similar to +4 percent K 1 variation although roots show
ideal tuning.
Pitch response sIightly degraded by large change in K 3. R/W
damper has very broad band with respect to pltch-input frequen-
cies. Roll res_se _r,d _ and O l ro_ts n_t sensltive to K 3 varia.
tlon.
Same results as ÷K 3 variation. Note that K 3 variation has not
brought _2 root closer to _1 root in either case. Exact I : 1 tun-
ing not possible. Lower values of fluid-damper coefficient did
bring roots closer together but low-amplitude roiI response was
degraded.
-29-
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that the plunging frequency of the spring in all but the digital cases
is about 2 percent high, or in other words, the preferred K 1 ob-
tained from the analog computer is about 4 percent high.
Table II lists the important parameters for each group of histories
and the associated natural frequencies for each set of parameters.
An approximate damping-time constant is shown at high and low am-
plitudes for the various responses, for comparison. Since each re-
sponse is a combination of several frequencies, the time constants
were taken from the slope of an exponential curve approximately
fitted to the response. The response error at 100 orbits is also
noted for the longer roll runs.
Histories 1 through 4 (Figures D-I through D-4) show the transient
response of the optimum configuration for separate and combined
pitch and roll errors. Figure D-4 is a digital-simulation run of the
same configuration and corroborates the analog results. These
digital-run parameters (Figure D-4) were selected by comparing
several digital roll responses for low-amplitude roll errors and in-
terpolating the results for the optimum plunging-spring constant. As
the table shows, the two-to-one ratio here was approximately 0.30
percent off. These digital roll responses are in Appendix E. Ex-
amination of the natural frequencies obtained from the digital root-
extraction program show that the desired two-to-one frequency ratio
between the damper-spring plunging mode and the satellite roll mode
for the preferred analog configuration differ approximately one per-
cent. This discrepancy is believed to be due either to error accumu-
lation in the analog component._ or to the combined effect of noise and
slight negative damping, which could cause a slight frequency shift.
It is important to note that this effect is consistent throughout the
tabulation of the optimum roll and plunging-mode frequencies.
Figures D-5 through D-8 are digital-analog comparison runs for near-
optimum tuning and a satellite with four-percent asymmetry. It is
-31 -
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important to note here that the yaw is primarily due to an initial non-
preferred orientation. Figure D-9 shows the response with the pre-
ferred yaw orientation. Although the analog simulation shows less
damping capability than the digital simulation does, the similarity
between the runs is obvious.
Figures D-10 through D-12 show the use of hysteresis damping only
with the preferred configuration. Roll response is like that of the
preferred configuration, while the pitch response is slightly degraded.
The poorer pitch response is due to the superiority of the R/W
damper. The similarity of the roots for this case and the optimum
indicates that the heavy-fluid-damper coefficient does effectively
couple the inner inertia to the outer inertia of the R/W damper, as
in theory. Variations in the torsional-spring constant degraded the
pitch response, indicating this tuning was the best available with this
configuration. The same variations for the R/W damper also de-
graded the pitch performance but not as seriously, indicating a
broader band-pass with the R/W damper as compared to hysteresis
damping only.
Figures D-13 through D-15 show the use of a light-fluid damping co-
efficient rather than the heavy, and the pitch response is definitely
improved. The desired one-to-one frequency ratio between the
damper-spring torsional mode and the pitch mode has been attained,
but roll has very poor damping at relatively low amplitudes (=z 5 deg).
Figures D-16 and D-17 show the response of an unphotolyzed satel-
lite. Pitch and roll performance is degraded. The main effect is
that this configuration is more sensitive to perturbing torques as
shown in the steady-state results.
A photolyzed symmetrical satellite (Figures D-18 and D-19)has very
poor roll damping after the first large roll error has decayed to a
lower amplitude. The yaw-axis spin appears to be lightly damped.
Roll damping for a low initial roll error, 4 deg in the spring and
-3Z -
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satellite roll axes, is shown in Figure D=20. Both initial errors were
used here to develop a more-uniform sinusoidal response. It has the
same damping characteristics as in Figure D-ZI, which is a similar
response for the optimum configuration, except for the motion of the
satellite yaw axis.
Figures D-ZZ through D-Z9 show the effect of varying the plunging and
torsional-spring constants from the optimum. Figures D-ZZ through
D-Z5 show the roll response for a variation of four percent of the
plunging-spring constant for large and small initial roll errors. The
large initial errors are well damped at high amplitudes and are poorer
at lower amplitudes in comparison with the nominal optimum. Pitch
response was not affected by this variation, and the frequency varia-
tions of the torsional and pitch modes are not appreciably affected.
Figures D-26 through D-29 show the pitch and roll response for large
variations in the torsional-spring constant. The variations here do
not bring the torsional or pitch frequencies closer together. The re-
sulting pitch-response runs also show that the broad band of the R/W
damper in this mode makes the pitch response relatively insensitive
to these variations. Note that the plunging and roll frequencies are
not greatly affected by this variation, and the large roll-error tran-
sient responses are only slightly degraded at low amplitudes.
Table III is a summary chart oi the digital _ilr_ulation transient re-
sponse runs. The transient-response histories obtained at Philco
are in Appendix E.
¢_,Tr_TWq O _" .qTEADY-STATE RESPONSE
a. General
A knowledge of the steady-state response of the optimum satellite-
and-damper system to solar-pressure torque and orbital eccentricity
is necessary to determine the magnitude of the libration angles from
-33-
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the vertical and to determine whether there is any critical combina-
tion of orbital conditions and steady-state disturbances. The solar-
torque equations show the forcing frequencies at one and two times
orbital frequency and the eccentricity effect at orbital frequency.
The critical nature occurs because these forcing frequencies are
close to the natural frequencies of the satellite librations.
The effects of eccentricity and solar torque were investigated on the
complete eight-degrees-of-freedom analog-computer simulation at
GAC, and solar torque was investigated at Philco Western Develop-
ment Laboratories on the Transac 2000 digital computer.
The derivation of the solar-torque equations relative to the satellite-
fixed-coordinate system, in Reference 2, are repeated here. A dis-
cussion of the relative torque due to eccentricity is also presented.
Moments Due to Solar Radiation Pressure
The torque expressions presented here were used in obtaining the
forcing functions for the steady-state-response studies of the lenticu-
far satellite.
The satellite comprises four subsystems: lens, torus (nonphotolyzed),
booms, and canisters. The respective moments, added, determine
the composite moment. Because of the complexity of the exact deri-
vations, simplifying assumptions are made. An order-of-magnitude
analysis led to the conclusion that all subsystem moments are ap-
proximately the same order of magnitude and must be included in
the study.
The general simplifying assumptions are:
i. All material partially transmits or reflects in-
cident light, or both (as for examPle, Mylar
and wire screen). This property will be rep-
resented by the ratio of reflecting-to-total
surface area, ju, and independent of angle of
incidence.
TABLE III - DIGITAL-COMPUTER STUI
Run






113 Pitch 25 dog
I 1 i Roi! 25 dog
115 Run 104 rerun
and with dan_ping
t 18 ;tdded to plung-
ing ii/odc -
s El I21 (' parame-









116 Roll 25 deg

































Inertias of satellite body axes
{105 slug-ft 2 )
Percent
Pitch Roll Yaw asymmetry
8.979 8.979 ,221 0
8.979 8.979 221 0
9.1574 8.79815 .221 - 4
9.1574 8.79815 l. ZZl - 4

























Cross - viscous viscous
Plunging Torsion couple hyster- hyster
spring spring spring esis loss esis loss
constant constant constant coefficient coefficient
K 1 K3 K 4 K2 K 5
10 5 lb_ (!0 -6 ft-lb_ (10 -6 lb_ q0 -4 lb .... _ /10 -4 ft-lb ....
---Tg--/_ r'--77T_/_--ggg--ad 1 ,-"""TF_/ t------'778
94. 4 1 . 904 4. 605 3. 184
94 4 1 . 904 4. 605 3. 184
267 0.965 0.92 1.01
228. 5 1.0_ 4.98 2.46
162.6 1.292 4.69 2.67
216
IZ Complete Z 11
12 Complete 206
12 Complete 221. 3
12 Complete 227
IZ Complete 218. 7
1.084 3.645 Z.1Z7
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System natural frequencies time constants
(multiples of orbital frequency) number of orbits
¢1 _bZ 0i 0Z _1 _Z r ¢1 Oi
20 1.47 3.37 1.93 4.25 0 1.65 4,99 Z
Z0 1.47 3.37 1.93 425 0 1.65 4.99 50*
0.6 [.29 2.44 1.96 3.26 0.5,t 1.63 3,8g 50+
Con,inent s
This run did not confirm the earlier analog-simulation
roll-response results. Analog 8-degree-of-freedom
simulation runs corroborated these runs and showed
that plunging was not tuned to second harmonic of roll
as it had been in five-degree simulation but was actually
tuned to 5 co . Simulation was retuned to optimize roll
and program ° initiated to develop characteristic root
extraction.
Pitch response very good.
Companion run to pitch response (103) and run with
hysteresis damping only (105). Run made to narrow
search before eight-degree-of-freedom analog simula-
tion.
Used as analog-digital comparison run.
Roll damping poor at low amplitudes.
Run made to investigate roll response for K 1 value
between 115-118 and 113 values and provide insight
to tuning before analog simulation.
Roll response degraded - very poor
20 50+
Sanqe as results in 116
2O
50+





50 percent power loss per cycle used in spring hyster-
esis damping to increase plunging-mode band width.
Runs used to obtain optimum tuning for digital simula-
Gun.
Spring and satellite roll attitude initial errors set at
4 deg to obtain uniform sinusoidal response
g0 1.22 2.54 1.99 3.47 0.94 1.55 3.97 3.5 5-8
Results ;onfirm optimum configuration damping ;a-
pability. Note as in previo01s runs that the initial
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Z. Shadow effects of one subsystem on another
are neglected.
3. Only direct radiation from the sun will be con-
sidered (no reflections considered)
The coordinate systems used in the analysis of each subsystem with
nomenclature and solar-torque expressions are shown in Figures 8
through iI. The basic equations used in obtaining the moment equa-
tions for the subsystems are presented here. These equations, inte-
grated over a particular subsystem (lens, torus, etc.) surface area,
result in the moment equations for each subsystem.
The force on an element of area for a partially transmissive and par-
tially specularly reflective surface is
dFtotal = dFouter surface + dFinner surface
2 pidA/A.A\2 A 2(i- " (_._)2_. (14)= -/___:T/) _?__ _ )pldA
Symbols used here and in later equations are defined in Figures 8
through I I or in the general simplifying assumptions.
The moments for various subsystems are
i. dMlens = r X dFlens
= -_ C " R cosp Xmax
or
fj0 Pma ?r-- _ 2 2pi/AA_2Miens T_._/) X
__-
(-R c°SP max X _)RZ sinp d_dp ,
(15)
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Z B











P 03n'/l 2 SIN SIN 25 COS _
MX : - 4-_" 2PMAX
O
i
P 3_#2SIN SIN 2GSIN_




: INCIDENT RADIATION POWER PER UNIT AREA
= SPEED OF LIGHT
: UNiT VECTOR NORMAL TO SURFACE
; UNIT VECTOR TOWARD SUN
: iNCREMENT OF AREA
: COORDINATE SYSTEM
: RADIUS OF CURVATURE OF LENS
: INCLUDED LENS ANGLE TO
= POSITION OF dA ABOUT Z
B
: ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT OF _" FROM X-Y PLANE
: ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT OF _ IN X-Y PLANE
: R SIN .PMAX
NOTE:
THESE MOMENT EXPRESSIONS ARE CORRECT, EVEN INCLUDING SELF-SHADOW
EFFECTS, BECAUSE THERE ARE SYMMETRIC TOP AND BOTTOM LENSES.
Figure 8 - Lens Subsystem
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dA =rtd P(R t + r t COS p) dA
NOMEMCLATURE FOR DERIVATION
R = RADIUS OF TORUS ABOUT Z
t B
r = RADIUS OF TORUS
t







= -L_(2-_}P r 2R /7"2 SIN 2_z COS_
" 4C [ i.
pi
rt2Rt/T2 SIN 2_ SIN
NOTE:





TO OBTAIN A SIMPLER CLOSED-SOLUTION, AND BECAUSE IT IS CONSERVATIVE,
< <
THE LIMITS OF t0 FOR INTEGRATION PURPOSES ARE 0 - p - 180 DEG.
Figure 9 - Torus Subsystem
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where
A
= (-cos 0L sin _, cos 0_ cos _, sin 0L)
A
q7 = (sin p cos _, sin p sin_k, cos/)).
2
d--Mcanisters = _ [-/Z2 2Pldin(# A)2(0 _7 n Ln X _7nA)]
(_ = 0) n = i
or
Mcans = _ [f_T/2 f P2n __2 2pi/A A \2/- )
(_ = 0) n 1 hJ-_i/2 _[ _n_gn) [ bnX _
= - Pin n
X RC 2 1cos X dpd ,
where
A
_: = (0, cos _, sin _)
A
v/ = (-sink, cos X cosp, cos X sinp).
For _ I O, the X B and YB components of _I are
cans
easily obtained by rotation through _. For the canis-





Mboom s = -Fy -_- + F Z
n - 1 n n
6 n>]= FYn 2 + F'Z n Z i +
-40
NOMENCLATURE FOR DERIVATID
I"b = RADIUS OF BOOMS
L = HEIGHT OF UPPER BOOMS
L = HEIGHT OF LOWER BOOMS
L
(7 = ANGLE OF INCL!NAT!ONOF UPPER BOOMS
u
(TL = ANGLE OF LOWER BOOMS (NEGATIVE)
_/n = POSITION OF BOOM n TO YB
p = ANGLE TO _ FROM
(_n ; ANGLE FROM YB j TO _v FOR BOOM n
Mx=
My =
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MZ (Yn' (Tn , L) + _ M Z 0In, G n, LL)
n n
R =" 4
fn L FynL a COS)/n
+-- + F
2 I' n : 1, 2, 3 2 I'n : 4, 5,6 Zn 2
iL FZnO SIN )/n
2 X B









IAICOS_Tn SlN)/n COS 3(_ -COS_n SIN _n (COS2 _n +2)l+ B[COS_n
rb [ L n
N n n n




cosasN, + n] [, A : COS 2 _SIN 2 (_ + )/n ), B = COS (7 COS C_COS_ COS (_+Yn) C0SO'n +SIN GSIN O'r n
;C_ [COSO'n COS_SIN 2(y n +_) + 2 SIN _SINO'n SIN (_+yn)]
<
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_S,N2_+2_+S,N_nS,N3_n]+ClCOSOrl r_ COS _/n sIN3 (_rl÷ SIN Yn COS3 _nJ /
2
COS (/(_ +'Tn) + SIN (Tn SIN (z] ,
Figure i0 - Booms Subsystem
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/__ dA = R C dX R C COS Xd R
L a
/ __ NOMi2__ __)_ 122G LE T O _
MOMENT EXPRESSIONS




Mx =# _-_R C LSIN_COS
i
My = /./2 P RC2 L




TO OBTAIN A SIMPLER CLOSED SOLUTION, AND BECAUSE L IS SHORTER THAN L,
L
THEREFORE TENDING TO COMPENSATE FOR THEGREATER EXPOSED AREA OF THE
LOWER CANISTER, THESE MOMENT EXPRESSIONS ARE ASSUMED TO APPLY FOR ALL
RANGES OF _.
Figure 11 - Canister Subsystem
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[Zn:1 or
-Fz Z J+
n = 4 n
ocOS n-Fx Z + Fy










2(2 -c_)Pi A 2/_




: (-COS 0_ sin _, cos (7cos _, sin (2)
A I: -sin (p + 8n) cos _fn + cos (p + 8n) X
COS O-n sin _fn' cos (p + 8n) cos (rn cos _fn +
sin (p + 8n) sin "fn' cos (p + 8n) sin Crn ] "
4. dMtorus - C
or
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M
torus
D-W Qtan-i [ sin(_ ] _-cos _ cos (_ + _) + 2-








-IZZ(2-Iz)Pic r t(_'_)2(Rt X _)X
(R t + r t cos p) dp d A, (18)
: (-cos (2 sin fi, cos 0/ cos fi, sin 0L)
= (cos p sin ;_, cosp cos A, sin p).
The total moment or body-axis components of the total moment can
be obtained by adding these subsystem contributions. These contri-
butions in terms of body-axis coordinates have been presented in Fig-
ures 8 through 11. Note that in the satellite equations of motion pre-
L@I , L$1 ) are aboutsented in Appendix A, the input torques ( , g_l
Euler rotational axes. Therefore, these body-axis solar-pressure
moments must be rotated <-u=_.-1-through _h_.... _ngles 01, and 01 andS!,
as applicable to obtain L_l and L01.
Solar-Torque Forcing Functions
The varying solar torques about body axes rl, and _ are presented
in Figure 12 for the two extreme satellite configurations and with d-_e
sun line in the orbit plane. These satellites are the preferred all-
photolyzed satellite and the nonphotolyzed satellite, both with 1Z-
percent asymmetry about the yaw axis. Figure 13 presents the solar-
torque forcing functions about body axes for these satellites with the
sun line 45 deg from the orbit plane. These forcing functions were
-45 -
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12 - Solar Torques About Body Axes (Sun Line in Plane of Orbit)
mechanized as sinusoidal functions at one and two times orbital fre-
quency, independent of libration angles, by Fourier series expansions
for the analog-computer study.
The corroborating digital-computer study included the complete solar-
torque equations of the previous section in the computer program.
Effects of Orbital Eccentricity
Depending upon initial orbital parameters and solar-pressure effects
upon the orbit, the perigee of an eccentric orbit will oscillate, caus-
ing a variation in eccentricity after injection.
This eccentricity appears at orbital frequency as near-sinusoidal forc-
ing functions about the satellite axes. For small eccentricities, these
forcing functions can be simulated by
-46 -































































Figure 13 - Solar-Torque Forcing Functions (Sun Line 45 Deg from
Plane of Orbit)
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e.
where
L_) : 2eI_)_ 2 sin ¢_t ft ib ,
L6 : (2eI_:_ 2 sin _t),l, (19)
( _2 )g$ - 2eI_¢0 sin _t @i "
e : eccentricity and
(_ : average orbital frequency.
Results of Study
Results from the study of steady-state response for the preferred
all-photolyzed satellite and damper, and nonphotolyzed satellite and
damper, are in Table IV and in Figures D-30 through D-35. Damper
tuning is based on the best transient-response performance. Satel-
lites with 12-percent asymmetry were used because of improved low-
amplitude roll transient and steady-state yaw responses.
Table IV presents the steady-state amplitude and frequency of oscil-
lation for an eccentricity of approximately 0. 01 and solar torques
for sun line in orbit and 45 deg to orbit. These data are taken from
Figures D-30 through D-35 and from other runs not reported here.
The eccentricity about the pitch axis causes the only sizable oscilla-
tion. For the nonphotolyzed satellite, this oscillation approaches
the nominal small-angle limit of 3 deg. Note that there are no reso-
nant build-ups about any of the axes.
Because of the amplitude of oscillation from eccentricity and unde-
terminancy of accurate solar torques, and because of the unknown
deterioration properties of the Mylar surfaces of the satellite with
time in orbit, as much of the satellite as possible should be photo-
lyzable material.
Table V presents, for comparison, the results of the digital-computer
-48 -
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study of steady-state response. Except for the different frequencies
in pitch and roll for the preferred configuration with the sun line 45
deg from the orbit plane, the agreement is quite good. In these cases,
where the frequencies do not match, note that the digital-run fre-
quency is a natural frequency, indicating that the transient response
still dominates.
The steady-state-response histories obtained from the Transac 2000
digital computer at Philco Western Development Laboratories are in
Appendix E.
_'_........ -49 -
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1.32 2.52 1.99 3.47 0.94 1.38 4.02 Eccentricity Nor
= 0.011
1.32 2.52 1.99 3.47 0,94 1.38 4.02 Solar torque 70
(sun line)
i. 32 2. 52 I. 99 3.47 0.94 i. 38 4.02 Solar torque
(45 deg to
sun line)
1.22 2.54 1.99 3.47 0.94 1.55 4.03 Eccentricity
= 0.011
1.22 2.54 1.99 3.47 0.94 1.55 4.03 Solar torque 70
(sun line)
1.22 2.54 1.99 3.47 0.94 1.55 4.03 Solar torque
(45 deg to
sun line)
1.21 2.54 1.99 3.47 0.94 1.55 4.02 Eccentricity
= 0.011
1.21 2. 54 i. 99 3.47 0.94 i. 55 4.02 Solar torque 70
(sun line)
1.21 2.54 1.99 3.47 0.94 1.55 4.02 Solar torque
(45 deg to
sun line)
































































Fre- Fre- Fre -
Ampli- Ampli- Ampli -
rude quency rude quency rude quency
(deg) (¢¢o) (deg) (_o) (deg) (°Jo)
I. 0 I 0. 017 Z 0. 05 0.96
0.025 4 0.01 3.5 0.|0 0.94
0.022 4 0.017 3.5 0. I0 l
1.0 I 0.02 2 0.08 I
0. 036 4 0. 02 3.7 0. 10 0.98
0.024 3.9 0.023 3.6 0.05 0.95
1.0 1 0.02 2 0.05 1
0.03 4 0.01 3.3 0.08 0,9
















































































SECTION V - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Rice/Wilberforce damper provides satisfactory three-axis stabilization
for the large-inertia NASA lenticular communication satellite. Settling-time
constants of transient librations will be approximately three orbits in pitch
and six in roll. Steady-state oscillations due to eccentricity and solar pres-
sure will be less than2 deg. The studies of steady-state response demon-
strated that photolyzation of the film on the lens and torus is not required.
Physical realizability of the spring is within manufacturing capability. Tun-
ing tolerances of 4 percent in plunging, although stringent, are practical.
For torsional tuning, allowable tolerances greater than I0 percent present
no problem.
It has been demonstrated conclusively through close corroboration with an
independent digital-computer simulation, that the analog computer can simu-
late the gravity-gradient stabilization problem, given enough detail and care.
Laboratory testing is necessary for detailed design. Studies to determine
the limit of energy loss per cycle for hysteresis damping are required, to
increase the band width and to relax spring tolerances. Laboratory and ana-
lytical studies are required, to ensui=e successful dam_per deployment during
the initial motion of the satellite. The mathematical model of the satellite-
damper system should be extended to include gyroscopic effects on the spin
axis of the damper. Alternate types of damping elements, such as magnetic
hysteresis rods, should be considered for this damper because of the possi-






TG-502: Dynamic Analysis of Gravity-Gradient Satel-
lite with Passive Damping. Baltimore, Md., The Johns
Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory, June
1963.
GER-11502: Feasibility Study and Preliminary Design
of Gravity-Gradient-Stabilized Lenticular Test Satellite.
.
Akron, Ohio, Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, 1 June
1964
GER-I1537: Demonstration of an Unlimited Angle Reso-
lution Capability in Analog Computer Simulation. Akron,
Ohio, Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, 1 April 1964.
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APPENDIX A - NOMENCLATURE, ENERGY, AND DISSIPATION
FUNCTIONS AND EIGHT-DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM EQUATIONS
1. NOMENCLATURE
() : d( )/dt
¢O : constant orbital angular velocity, rad per sec
R = distance from system C.M. to earth center, ft
L : distance from satellite c.g. to spring attachment, ft
r, r = instantaneous and equilibrium length of spring, ft
e
M, m : mass of satellite, combined weights on end of spring,
slugs
_n : modified mass of spring weights, m = mM/m + M
X, Y, Z = basic rectangular coordinate system, rotating about Y
at orbital speed
X M, X etc : rectangular coordinates of M mIT1
2¢_ _, , £_ : _-_,_Pip_l....... body, axes of satellite
I_, IT, I< : principal moments of inertia of satellite, slug-ft 2
IS , I = spin moment of inertia of fixed mass at end of spring,
m inner mass, slug-ft 2
_i' 01, _ ' : Euler angles for satellite, rad
/Z' 02 : first two Euler angles for fixed mass, rad













Subscripts 0, 1, Z, 3
spin angle of inner mass relative to the fixed
(container) mass, rad
Hooke's constant of spring, ib/ft
equivalent viscous damping constant of spring,
ib-sec/ft
torsional spring constant, ft-lb/rad
= spring cross-coupling extension and wind-up,
ft-lb/ft or ib/rad
= spring torsional damping, ft-lb-sec/rad
= torsional (viscous) damping constant acting on
inner mass, ft-lb-sec/rad
= external torques acting on satellite about Euler
axes l, 2, 3, ft-lb
= system kinetic, potential, and dissipation func-
tions
: ratio of masses (m + M)/M
= sine and cosine of ( ), respectively
-- orderly rotations in a 3-Euler angle rotation
2. ENERGY EQUATIONS
a. Kinetic Energy
= m 01 + _i cZ01 + r? 0 + _Z ) + rT T L2 ' 2 2 Z ,2
J
2Lri0102(c01c0 Z + s@
6152s01c02s(fi 2 - ill )





_1_2c01c02c(_ 2 - fil)l + 2Lr[01(c01s02 - s01c02c(_ 2 _ _l))+
02COlSO2s(_2
_1 ) + _iColCOzc(#z - _1 ) + _zcOlcOzc(# z - #t))+
rZ_zcZ0z + L_c01c0z_(_z _1)1+z [LZZOl+
2LrcO Ic02c(_2 - #i ) + rzc202 ]I + °_2R2 (m2 + M) + __{i_:[_i21 c2qJl
01(_ + _l)COlS2qll + (_ + _1 1 + In 1 s q_l
Ic q_l + I_ o_ + _l)ZsZOl
21 1Zq_!(_°+_i)s0i +_, +Is(qJi +_ +Iml_ i +_?+_ilz.
+
Potential Energy




2Lr(c01cOzs_is_2 - 2COlCO2C_lC_z + SOlSO 2) +
r I' 3 2 {i_l(C2_lS2 0 2_I) C2_ 1-$a} 1 -s
sZ_!sO!sZqJ/ + c2_1c201] + It/l-(c2_1s201 - s2_1)cZqJ !
S2_lS01S2q_ I + c2#ic28 ! ] I_ [2c2_i 20
Dissipation Function
= 1 + K6 _3_.)D _- (Kzr2 K 5qj2 Z + " _.'
(A-Z)
(A-3)
. SYSTEM DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (8 DEG OF FREEDOM)
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_ng Ir0"z + Zr0zI c@isOzs(_ Z
200orlC01COzC(02 _i)+
+
_[ 2 2 "Ime r-_6 2 -r4'2 -200o_V_Z COlCO2s(ez - el) -
ZmgrI0 Z_Z + 0006 2 ICOlSOzc(_z - _bl)- 21_qL 2 I_lOl + 00o _




I:¢z 2l_iC@l - 2 s qll + It/c _i -
:C _2° 11c_Si _vsi -3°021:_ c2q/i + !_ s2_ l
3oo2[:_s2qli + IrlC2_i]S2OlC_51s_l
3oo2(rf - _)(1 - 2s2_tlSOl_._tc_l = L&I
_aZ[r0z + Zr0Z]lc01c0 Z
mL r 2 + 2-rqSg + 2_) r0
-
+ sOisOzc(O z Ol} ]
SOlCOzS(62 _'I) +
_°1c°2c(_2 - _)1 +
+
mgr I_2 2 + Z00o_2]s01c0Zc'(j_ Z - _i ) -







_n0_o 2L[(Lsol + rsOz)cOl + 3(LCOlC_l
e°
(If - lq)_Ic@Is_Ic_1 +
+ rc@zc_Z)S@lC951 J +
s *1 +I_c .1 1[(% + +3_2o
2
c 411 s@ic@ l +
T#
- o s951c_ic@llS_ICllJl = L@
[ 2 _ (_+_l)CelC2_I+ (I_ -I ) @1 sltllcItll i
+i )_," +m Z
(_ + _l)2cZ01s_i/lCq/l I + 3°j2(I_
S_flC_lS@lC2_l I = L_!
IT/)/(CZ_lS201 26 )s (
NO TE
Underlined terms were found to be negligible and
therefore omitted from the analog simulation.
-_-_r2c202_'Z + _qZr!_IC@!C/_2 " - _51) + @'lS01S(_z _i) c@z +
I _ _,+_o,I _ __ngr 01 + Z _ c0 cOzsi _ -_ ) -
_rl_ _,+_o_Is0_0_(_)+
I" 2e2 2e2 "" 82 ]2mr 5_zc + _orC -: 6202c02s02 0_or c@Zs@ 2 +
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2.62 I
_r + _nLr81 c61c82 + SelSe2C(q_ 2 -¢1)] - mLr ;lcel. eZs(¢ 2
_aLr 612 ÷_1 + 20.)o _1 CelSe2C(¢2 -(_1 ) ÷
2 ' - ' 2 2_22_r_82 + 2_r Wo_b2ce2se 2 - mLre I SOlCe 2 + _r ce2s@ 2
- 21mrW rce2se 2 + Lseo icO2 + 3(rcOZC_b 2 + LCOlC_bl)SO2C_b 2 ] =
+
I
m_+ K2r + Klr _nrI2OJo_ZC202 + _22c202 + 822 I+ K41ll2
!
E-_ (3rCqSzCe z + 3LC_blCel)C_2C8 z - (rs8_. + LSel)Se z +
o
(A -8)
(_i 2 + 2¢_o_ I + 012) CelC02C(_ 2 - _1 ) - _12SelS02
2(Wo81 + 81_l)SelC@2S(_b2 - _bl) } + (3_Wo2)(L + re) - Klr e = 0
s 2 1__ - K61iJ 3 + KSI_ 2 + K3_ 2 + K4(r - re) = 0
(A -9)
(A-_0)
Im 3+_2 + i + 3 = 0 (A-11)
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APPENDIX B - RICE/WILBERFORCE SPRING EQUATIONS
io GENERAL
The basic concept of the Rice/Wilberforce damper involves use of the
cross-coupling characteristics of the helical spring to convert plunging
motion into rotary motion. At the beginning of this study, the literature
and classic textbooks on spring characteristics did not adequately cover
properties of helical springs in the region of parameters needed in this
application.
For this reason, the necessary equations were developed as a part of
a
the study. Later, a Russian paper reported work nearly identical to
the work summarized here and corroborated the validity of the analysis.
The analysis that follows is not intended to be an all-encompassing trea-
tise on helical springs_ but is reasonably broad within the following con-
straints :
i. It is assumed that the spring is wire with uniform,
symmetrical cross section and that the helix angle
and radius of the coil are uniform throughout the
spring.
Z. The wire diameter is small compared with the ra-
dius of the coil, so that curved-beam effects on
stress distribution and stiffness are negligible.
3. It is assumed that all spring deflections result
from bending and torsion of the wire (deflections
achenyshev, N. A. : Nonlinear Theory of Elastic Deformation of Cylindrically
Wound Springs. Governmental Scientific Technical Publications on Machine
Construction, Moscow, 1958.
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due to direct stresses, axial and shear, are neg-
ligible).
4. The wire behaves elastically.
The general expressions for the axial load and rotational moment are de-
veloped as a function of the wire characteristics and shape (including ini-
tial unloaded shape).
The stiffness coefficients (spring constants) are evaluated by taking ap-
propriate partial derivatives of the force equations. Note that the nomen-
clature used to denote these stiffness coefficients in this derivation differs
from the nomenclature used in the equations of motion, for convenience.
Special cases of particular interest in this study are evaluated in more
detail, and curves are plotted to facilitate the choice of parameters for
the dynamic study. Figure B-I is included to show the result of lineari-
zation of the spring characteristics.
Further study of spring characteristics is desirable in the following areas:
i. Theoretical and practical implications of utilizing
springs with various unloaded lengths
2. Effects of using wire of noncircular cross sections
{flattened wire, for example), The equations indi-
cate that the cross-coupling can be enhanced this
way. Associated characteristics need more study.
3. Practical design considerations of the connection
between the spring and the canister
4° Behavior of wire springs coated with inelastic ma-
terials
5. Stability characteristics and associated vulner-
ability to entanglement
B-2
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0 0.5 1.0 1.5
Figure B-I - Comparison of Spring Parameters
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Z. HELICAL-SPRING SHAPE RELATIONSHIPS
A helical spring may be interpreted as the shape that results from the
bending and twisting of a straight uniform wire around a cylinder at con-
stant bending and twisting rates, so that the same longitudinal filament
on the wire surface is always in contact with the surface of the cylinder.
Figure B-2 shows a helical spring with its geometric parameters.






The internal torque in the wire, T
The internal bending moment in the wire, M
The unit twist in the wire, 01
The radius of curvature of the wire, p, associated




_ R = COIL RADIUS
and
1 M i
- + --, (B-t)
p El Po
T
a -- + a_ . (B-2)
J--G U
TM
Figure B-2 - Geometric Parameters
of Helical Spring Note: Right-hand rule for moments
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The following derivation gives the relationship of the helical-spring geo-
metrical parameters R and @ to _.
Problem:
Determine the unit twist required to keep a longitudinal filament of the
round wire of a helix spring in contact with the cylinder enclosed by the
helix for any given helix angle and radius.
Definitions :
l< = radius of helix
(9 = helix angle
k
EC is a line in a plane tangent to the helix cyl- I
inder and perpendicular to the helix. I
A and C are two points on the helix. I
Analy sis : I
I
The total twist of the helix between points A and
C is the angle, _, defined by the angle EC ]




The following relations are obtained from ge-
UI±,L_ L._.y "
true angle CEF = 6)
tan _ = tan @ sin
as _ --_ 0 sin _ ---
Therefore,
and
tan _/ = _ tan (9, (B-3)
R_
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Since 7 is the vector component of _ in the vertical direction, it follows
that




tan _ = _ tan {9cos @
= _ sin 8 , (B -6)
tan _ = _ . (B-7)
= _ sin @ (B-8)
Since the unit twist is the total twist divided by the length, it follows that
unit twist = (_E u-
CA
_ _ sin @
R_AA_
COS 0
sin O cos @
R
The following derivation gives the relationship of R and @ to p.
I Problem:
Determine the radius of curvature, p, in
the helix wire at point C on the helix.
Point C is where plane A is tangent to the
helix.
B-6
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The projection of the cylinder on
plane A results in the ellipse shown
here. The radius of curvature in
general terms is




y" = a2 ]3/2 "
-x)















° ELASTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A HELICAL SPRING
Note: Right-hand rule for moments
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R = radius of helix
R = radius of helix for unstressed state
O
L = length of helix
L = length of helix for unstressed state
O
= total length of wire in helix
@ = helix angle
@ = helix angle in unstressed state
O
= helix rotation about centerline of cylinder
_o = helix rotation, unstressed state
T = internal torque in helix wire
M = internal bending moment in helix wire
X l = external load applied along helix
X 2 = external torque applied along helix
I = moment of inertia of wire cross section
J = torsional stiffness factor
E = Young's modulus
G = shear modulus
In the following analysis of the elastic characteristics of helical springs
(see Figure B-3), the following assumptions are made:
i. The helix is made from a wire with a constant sym-
metrical cross section, a bending stiffness, EI, and
a torsional stiffness, JG.
2. Deflections caused by axial and shear energies are
negligible.
B-8
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_RAD
NOTE:
R.H. RULE FOR MOMENTS
Figure B-3 - Helical Spring -
Elastic Characteristics
.
The external loads, X 1 and X 2, and
their reactions are applied by infi-
nitely rigid brackets.
From Equations B-I, B-Z, B-If, and
B-I2, the relationships between the in-
ternal force system in the wire and the
geometry of the helix spring can be
found by substituting Equations B-ll
and B-I2 into Equations B-I and B-2.
The result is
and
Application of the external loads X 1 and
X 2 will cause the spring to go from its
initial unstressed state to some other
equilibrium stress state. Equations
B-14 and B-15 can then be written





= jG(sin eRcos 0 sin OROoCOS Oo)
(B-17)
Statics give the following relationships:
B-9
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_ T cos e M sin @ (B-18)
X1 R R
and
X 2 = T sin e + M cos 8 . (B-19)
Solving Equations B-18 and B-19 for T and M gives
M = X 2 cos 8 - XIR sin 6) , (B-Z0)
and
T = X 2 cos @ + XIR cos 6) . (B-Z1)
Substituting Equations B-20 and B-21 into Equations B-16 and B-17 and
solving for X 1 and X 2 give the following equations:
I cos0 coseGJ cos 8 sin 6)cos 6) sin 8o EI sin 6) o 6)X I - - - R " -- RR R R ° o
(B -Za)
and
0IS in 6) COS 6) sin COS 6)oi COS {)X 2 = GJ sin 6) 6)0 + EI cos 6)" - RR R o o
(B-z3)
X I and X 2 can also be written in terms of L and _ with the aid of the fol-
lowing relationships :
L
sin 6) = -- (B-Z4)
,
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Substituting the above relationships into Equations B-Z1 and B-Z2 gives
X l





Since both X 1 and X 2 are functions of the same two independent variables,
Z and _, the total differentials of X 1 and X 2 are
_X 1 _X 1
dE 1 - dL + -- d_ , (B-29)
aL a¢
and
_x z 3x z
dX 2 - dL+ -- d_ . (B-30)
3L 3_
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_X 2
K22 - (B-33)






I--[I I- 2_ EI L_ - L¢{ ° 1 - 1 1t
(B-35)
and
When converted to functions of R and O, Equations B-34, B-35,
become
_ GJ 2 EI R cos O
KII - _ cos O os 2 0 2
_R 2 Ro cos
KI2 = K21 = -_- sin @ cos @ _ sin @o cos 8oi
R R °
sin @ cos @
R sin 0 cos 00 Ccos 0ol]
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and
GJ 2 EI 2
K22 = _- sin 0 +-_--cos O (B-39)
. EVALUATION OF HELICAL-SPRING-STIFFNESS CHARACTERISTICS
FOR UNSTRESSED CONDITION; L = 0, @ = 0
o O
The helical-spring characteristics of the most interest are those at an
equilibrium length, L . This deflection of the spring results from the
e
gravity-gradient attraction on the damper mass. Therefore, with @ =
o
0, sin 8 = 0, and cos @ = I, Equations B-38 and B-39 reduce to the
o o
following equations, where the subscript e denotes the extended equilib-
rium position:
cos00coss n0Io 0e fsin EI e e 1X 1 = GJ -----Z- e 0e) R - (B-40)R e
e
and
sn0 (coe s2 0e 1X 2 = GJ R (sin 0 cos 0e) + EI cos 0e e R e (B-41)
e
X 2 = 0 for the gravity-gradient equilibrium. Solving Equation B-41 with
v - _ g_ves
R
o EI
Re GJ sin 2 0 + EI cos 2 0 (B-42)
e e
Substituting Equation B-42 into Equations B-37, B-38, and B-39 with
sin 0 = 0 and cos @ = 1 gives the following equations for the spring-
o O









f a oz (GSgr
+ tan Z Oe) 4 El sin Z 0 e
sin2 Oe e+ cos 0
GJ
= fl _R 2 '
o
4
K1Z = KZ' _''_/e \'_Lje
/ e)G J- El 2 sin 0 e ez + tanI GJ . 2 + cos 0 of





= flZ_--'_ ' (B-44)
o
GJ sin 2 0 + El 2
= T e 7- cos 0 e
GJ
= f2 7- (B-45)
A plot of the spring-stiffness coefficients is shown in Figure B-4.
. HELICAL-SPRING PARAMETERS FOR UNSTRESSED HELIX ANGLE @
o
0 DEG
Equations B-27 and B-28 can be factored into the form shown below, if
= GJ/EI = 0.77 for round steel wire.
B-14
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6
STATE L = 0, (_ = 0UNSTRESSED
o o




























I I I ¢o2
Z
+
Equations B-46 and B-47 can also be written
X = GJ
1 I_l 2a i
and
a I and a Z are defined by Equations B-46 and B-47.




Figure B-5 is a
. STRESS-PARAMETER RELATIONSHIPS FOR HELICAL SPRINGS MADE
FROM ROUND WIRE WITH UNSTRESSED HELIX ANGLE @ = 0
o
The torsional shear stress, f , in the wire is
S
f = T__d (B-50)
s 41
The bending stress, fb' in the wire is
Md
fb- 2I (B-S1}
Equations B-16 and B-17 yield equations for T and M as follows:
B-16








R : UNSTRESSED COIL RADIUS
o
d = WIRE DIAMETER
N = NUMBER OF COILS UNSTRESSED
o
L = LENGTH OF UNSTRESSED SPRING
o






































Figure B-5 - Helical-Spring Parameters for Unstressed Helical Angle
0° : 0 Deg
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M : El os 0 1 (B-52)
R R o
and
sin @ cos 0 (B-53)
T : ZIG R
Substituting Equations B-52 and B-53 into Equations B-50 and B-51 yields
f _ dG sin @ cos 0 (B-54)
s 2R
and
(cs2 )fb dE o 0 l . (B-55)
- 2 R R °
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APPENDIX C - LINEARIZED EIGHT-DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM EQUATIONS
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Figure D-4 - Optimum Configuration, Pitch and Roll Transient Response
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Figure D-4 - Optimum Configuration, Pitch and Roll Transient Response
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Figure D-4 - Optimum Configuration, Pitch and Roll Transient Response
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Figure D-4 - Optimum Configuration, Pitch and Roll Transient Response
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Figure D-6 Digital-Analog Pitch Transient Response Comparison with



















Figure D-6 - Digital-Analog Pitch Transient Response Comparison with


































Figure D-6 - Digital-Analog Pitch Transient Response Comparison with
Digital Run 103 (Sheet I of 4)
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Figure D-6 - Digital-Analog Pitch Transient Response Comparison with
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Figure D-7 Analog-Digital Roll Transient Response Comparison with
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Figure D-8 - Digital-Analog Roll Transient Response Comparison with
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Figure D-8 - Digital-Analog Roll Transient Response Comparison with
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Figure D-8 - Digital-Analog Roll Transient Response Comparison with
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Figure D-10 - Preferred Configuration, Pitch Transient Response with
Hysteresis Damping Only
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Figure D-14 - Preferred Configuration, Roll Transient Response with
Light Damping Fluid
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Figure D-15 - Preferred Configuration, Pitch and Roll Transient
Response with Light Damping Fluid
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Figure D-17 - Preferred Configuration,
Unphotolyzed Satellite
Roll Transient Response for
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Figure D-20 - Preferred Configuration, Roll Transient Response for
Symmetrical Satellite with Small Initial Roll
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Increased Four Percent with Small Roll
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Figure D-Z3 - Optimum Configuration with Plunging-Spring Constant
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Figure D-27 - Optimum Configuration with Torsional-Spring Constant
Increased 23 Percent with Large Roll
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Figure D-28 - Optimum Configuration with Torsional-Spring Constant
Decreased 42 Percent with Large Pitch
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Figure D-31 - Optimum Configuration, Steady-State Response to
Sun in Orbital Plane
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Figure D-33 - Preferred Unphotolyzed Configuration, Steady-State
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Figure D-34 - Preferred Unphotolyzed Configuration,
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Figure D-35 - Preferred Unphotolyzed Configuration, Steady-State
Response to Sun 45 Degrees to Orbital Plane
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APPENDIX E - TRANSIENT-RESPONSE AND STEADY-STATE-RESPONSE
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Run 127, Sheet 1 - Trial Roll-Transient-Response Run,
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Run 127, Sheet Z - Trial Roll-Transient-Response Run,
K l = I. 0840 X 10 -5 Lb per Foot
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Run 128, Sheet I - Trial Roll-Transient-Response Run,
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Run IZ8, Sheet Z - Trial Roll-Transient-Response Run,
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Run 17.9, Sheet l - Trial Roll-Transient-Response Run,
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Run 129, Sheet 2 - Trial Roll-Transient-Response Run,
K l = i. i145 X 10 -5 Zb per Foot
E-13
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Run 135, Sheet i - Trial Roll-Transient-Response Run,
K l = 1.068 X 10 -5 Lb per Foot
E-15










Run 135, Sheet 2 _ Trial Roll-Transient-Response Run,















Run 136, Sheet l - Trial Roll-Transient-Response Run,
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Run 136, Sheet Z - Trial Roll-Transient-Response Run,
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Run 131, Sheet l - Preferred Configuration, Steady-State Response to
Sun 45 Deg to Orbital Plane (Unphotolyzed Satellite)
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Run 131, Sheet Z - Preferred Configuration, Steady-State Response to
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Run 132, Sheet i - Optimum Configuration Steady-State Response to
Sun 45 Deg to Orbital Plane
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Run 132, Sheet 2 - Optimum Configuration Steady-State Response to
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Run 133, Sheet l - Preferred Configuration, Steady-State Response to
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Run 133, Sheet 2. _ Preferred Configuration, Steady-State Response to
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Run 134, Sheet I - Optimum Configuration, Steady-State Response to
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Run 134, Sheet 7. _ Optimum Configuration, Steady-State Response to





This study extends the results of a preliminary analysis of a proposed
gravity-gradient stabilization and damping system previously reported
in a "Feasibility Study and Preliminary Design of a Gravity-Gradient
Stabilized Lenticular Test Satellite." The dynamic characteristics of
the stabilization system were studied.by.sSmula_ion of the equations of
motion on analog and digital computers. Results show that the settling-
time constant of transient llbration in the pitch axis is about three
orbital periodsp and for the roll axisp about six orbital periods.
Steady-state forced librations caused by solar-pressure torques and
orbital eccentricity are less than two degrees in amplitude.
